
Nothing you don t know, but the London Times WG story 
does show the knowledge imparted in the backgrounding 
as I am coming to feel the early Pest comrage was 
benefitted by the ability of the reporters to see what 
they have developed before others saw it, any roporter 
on any other papers, I believe. Without it they might 
not or might not until much latero 
I have been sent Ramparts 9/72 Richard Plays Realtor 
in San Clemente; Times 10/15, Turner, Nixon Role in 
Coast Land Deal Unclear; Times 10 18 Segretti is 
Linked to Calls in. White House in Spring. IOW 

3M did send me the wrong paper. Arranged for exchange yesterday, but it is not taking alert  el 19: day per five miles in delivery, something inferior to Pony Express! Because of all their messing 
up, I may with luck be in better ppying shape. If they get in a working junker Thermofax, theyt3 
swap it to me for mine that doesn t work, junk mine, and I'll be able to make cheaper and faster 
copies on some things...Ribb6n-switch level on this thing actually broke. So, when I took it to 
shop this a.m. I found the one place in town that seems to have felt-tipped pens not encased in 
plastic. I could open and test. They have the Mir, so that problem is not solved. I don't know 
if it will interest you, but they had a display of finer-writing pens, Bic 9.1 ananan  in an 
assortment of colors, the orgnge being close to the yellow. This has the advantage of beginning 
with and I'd t, ink living with a thin line should you have a need for that. t has a steel point 
and is like a regular ball-point pen. I have no need for it in yellow. They have many colors, 
perhai)s 10. What Je asked be returned in the mailing that cam today is in 3e1. L, next t6 go. 


